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Fuel sales have picked up for May.  We actually surpassed last years sales for this 

time frame.  June is looking good so far, we’ve had our longest runway closed for 

almost two weeks and sales are still strong. 

 

The LED Lighting project at the Airport is moving along nicely.  All of the light 

concrete bases have been planted and most of the conduit and wires has been run.  

Many of the light stems are installed as well.  The contractor is hopeful to have the 

runway reopened by Friday the 12th, but the timeframe allows him until the 15th.  I 

have daily updates each morning with the contractor, and weekly conference calls 

with the engineers and MDOT Aeronautics. Very pleased with J. Ranck Electric as 

our contactor.    

 

We have finally been given the process to request the funds for the $30,000 CARES 

ACT Grant.  Steve, Michelle, and Jen are working on retrieving documents that I 

need to get reimbursed for wages, utilities, and contractor payments from January 

20, 2020 until now.  The rest of the funds request will be submitted after we incur 

the approved expenditures.  This process has been developed on the fly with 

Aeronautics and uses current bill payment software that is normally used with 

contract projects used on the airport.  The turn-around is supposed to be a short 

window, getting those needed funds to the airport sponsors as quickly as possible. 

 

We have officially cancelled our Clare Area Pilots Assoc Annual Pancake 

Breakfast due to the Covid protocols and gathering sizes.  The proceeds from the 

annual breakfast go towards paying the insurance for the courtesy van.  In leu of 

this event, pilots and a few businesses have pledged money towards this insurance 

payment to keep the van operational, for out of town pilots to be able to visit Clare 

and spend money.  The total as of this morning is $1,800 has been donated.  I was 

able to find a different insurance agent who was able to save us $800 on the year 

policy. The policy was $2,130 and the new policy is $1,365.   The Pilots 

Association is now back in the green with this expenditure.   

    

Best Regards, 

Gary Todd 

Airport Manager 


